MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II (LICENSED)

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: This is highly skilled mechanical work in one specific craft area involving the maintenance of buildings and their appurtenances, public works structures and all types of mechanical assemblies. Assignments may be made to other trade skill fields requiring less proficiency. The work differs from that of a Maintenance Mechanic I in the requirement for licensure and proficiency required. The work is performed under general direction with considerable leeway for the exercise of personal skill. Employees in this class may be on call at times other than their regularly scheduled hours. Does related work as required.

TYPICAL WORK ACTIVITIES:
Performs a wide variety of journeyman level duties in the field of licensure, in the maintenance and minor construction of buildings, building components and appurtenances, public works structures and equipment, automotive and other motorized and mechanical equipment; Requisitions materials and maintains supplies and tools as required; Maintains records of work performed; May perform semi-skilled maintenance work in other craft fields.

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Thorough knowledge of the practices, tools, terminology and safety precautions of the trade in which employed; skill in the use of the tools of the trade; ability to work from plans and specifications and to follow rough sketches and oral instructions; ability to plan, schedule and lay out work; ability to maintain a necessary inventory of materials and parts of the trade; ability to prepare activity records; mechanical aptitude.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Licensure and six (6) years of construction and /or maintenance experience in the trade skill in which licensed. (Time spent as a Laborer or Trade Helper will not be considered qualifying).

NOTE:
1. High school vocational training or technical school training or formal apprenticeship training in a trade skill may be substituted for experience on a year-for year basis.
2. Employees in this class may be given limited driving assignments provided employee is properly licensed and otherwise qualified.
3. Licensure by the Rockland County Board of Electrical Examiners as a Master Electrician shall be deemed fully qualifying in the electrical trade skill.
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